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Understanding changes in dopant diffusion under strain is critical for controlling junction profiles in
current and future very large scale integrated technology due to expanding use of large strains to
enhance channel mobility. We use density functional theory calculations to investigate the stress
dependence of boron �B� and arsenic �As� diffusion including vacancy �V� and interstitial �I�
mechanisms under arbitrary stress/strain states. We have also analyzed the effects of stress on I and
V diffusion with resulting impact on transient enhanced diffusion and coupled diffusion. For B
diffusion, which is primarily mediated by I, we find greatly enhanced diffusion under tensile stress.
Due to low symmetry of calculated transition state, we predict strongly anisotropic diffusion under
anisotropic strain, with the strongest effects in direction of strain. This has a major impact on control
of lateral junction abruptness as seen in two-dimensional simulations. The predicted behavior is
consistent with combined analysis of vertical diffusion under biaxial �P. Kuo, J. L. Hoyt, J. F.
Gibbons, J. E. Turner, and D. Lefforge, Appl. Phys. Lett. 66, 580 �1995�� and hydrostatic �Zhao
et al.� stress. In contrast, we find isotropic As diffusion for both I and V mediated processes. We
predict As diffusivity to increase substantially under compressive strain, but to show little change
under tensile strain, consistent with experimental observations �N. Sugii, J. Appl. Phys. 96, 261

�2004��. © 2006 American Vacuum Society. �DOI: 10.1116/1.2151908�
I. INTRODUCTION

As ultralarge scale devices enter the nanoscale, stress ef-
fects become more important as steep doping gradients and
heterointerfaces induce stress gradients and reduced dimen-
sions make any variation in diffusivity critical. On top of
this, stress is induced purposefully to enhance carrier
mobility.1–3 Since experiments are difficult and in the case of
boron diffusion lead to contradictory results,4 we utilize
ab initio calculations to predict stress effects on the forma-
tion and migration of point defects and dopants. In contrast
to previous work, our analysis extends beyond simple hydro-
static activation volumes5 in order to be able to predict
anisotropies associated with more complex stress states �e.g.,
differences between in-plane and perpendicular diffusion due
to biaxial strain�. We determine both strain tensors as well as
changes in elastic constants due to defects and migration
saddle points. In particular, earlier work on stress effects on I
and V migration6 is extended to determine stress effects on B
and As diffusivities. Furthermore the results for I and B are
combined using a simple transient enhanced diffusion �TED�
model to estimate the effect of stress on boron diffusion dur-
ing TED. Calculations are based on total energy of 64 atom
supercells using the density functional theory �DFT� code
VASP

7,8 in general gradient approximation with ultrasoft
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Vanderbilt pseudopotentials9 and 23 Monkhorst–Pack k-point
sampling.10 B calculations were done with a 340 eV energy
cutoff, with 250 eV cutoff for As. Transition states were ob-
tained using nudged elastic band �NEB11–13� and climbing
image14 was used to get the energies of transition states.

II. BORON

B diffusion is dominated by the migration of an un-
charged BI pair. Windl et al.15 found the lowest migration

FIG. 1. BItet→BIhex→BItet transition calculated using the NEB method �see
Refs. 11–14� in unstrained Si �GGA Si equilibrium lattice parameter of

5.458 Å�.
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barrier for uncharged BI to be Bs+ Itet→Bi
hex→Bs+ Itet,

where Bi
hex is an interstitial B atom in a hexagonal site. In the

following, Bs+ Itet is written as BItet. Figure 1 shows the mi-
gration path for this transition in unstrained Si calculated
using the NEB method. B diffusion, like that of
self-interstitials,6 involves a two-step process, with Bi

hex as
the intermediate state. Both transitions result in displacement
along �311� directions. To determine the effect of arbitrary
stress on B diffusion, the induced strain ��Btrans �the devia-
tion of the equilibrium lattice constant in the presence of the
defect from that of pure Si� and modified elastic tensor
�CBtrans of the transition state Btrans �T1 or T2 in Fig. 1� need
to be determined.6

FIG. 2. Energy vs hydrostatic strain for Si, substitutional B, and BI transition
state �Btrans� under hydrostatic strain. Strains are reported in reference to the
GGA Si equilibrium lattice parameter. Energies are plotted relative to the
minimum energy for given configuration, E0.

FIG. 3. Comparison of experimental data �see Ref. 26� with our ab initio
results for the Si lattice parameter as a function of B concentration. The Si
lattice constant can be expressed in terms of the induced strain �� of sub-
stitutional B and the fractional B concentration x=CB/CS as b= �1
+x���bSi, where aSi is the lattice parameter of bulk Si. ��=−0.327 corre-
sponds to a lattice contraction coefficient �=6.54�10−24 cm3. Sardela et al.
report �= �6.3±0.1��10−24 cm3 based on active B concentration. For other
experiments, cluster formation at high B concentration may lead to lower

strain levels.
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The formation energy of the transition state is defined as:
Ef

Btrans=EBtrans
−EBs

−ESi /64, where EBtrans
, EBs

, and ESi are the
total energies of supercells containing Btrans, substitutional B
�Bs�, and defect-free Si, respectively. To determine the
change in diffusivity, we only need to consider the variation
of the formation energy of Btrans with respect to unstrained
Si, �Ef

Btrans���=Ef
Btrans���−Ef

Btrans�0�. Following the analysis
in Ref. 6

�Ef
Btrans��� = − �0���Btrans − ��Bs� · CSi · �

+
�0

2
� · ��CBtrans − �CBs − CSi� · � , �1�

where �0 is volume per lattice site. This indicates that be-
sides determining the elastic properties of Btrans, the induced
strain and modified elasticity tensor of substitutional B �CBs�
also need to be calculated.

Figure 2 shows the energy dependence as a function of
hydrostatic strain of a system with Btrans, Bs, and perfect Si.
Bs exhibits a large negative induced strain, whereas Btrans

shows a moderate positive induced strain. Due to the high
symmetry of Bs, ��x=��y =��z.

6 The induced strain calcu-
lation has been compared to x-ray diffraction data and shows
excellent agreement with the experimental observations �Fig.
3�. Since Btrans does not have the high symmetry of Bs, ad-
ditional energy versus strain relations were calculated to de-
termine the induced strain vector ��Btrans. Figure 4 shows the
results for different uniaxial strain. Btrans shows different in-

TABLE I. Induced strains for Bs and B transition state extracted from Figs. 2
and 4.

���

Bs ��x=��y =��z −0.327
Btrans ��x +0.288

��y −0.036
��z −0.036

FIG. 4. Energy vs uniaxial strain in different directions for the transition
state of BItet→BIhex with hop vector �3,1 ,1�b /8, where b is the Si lattice
constant. Note that the strain effect is largest in the dominant direction of
motion.
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duced strains in the x direction �dominant direction of mo-
tion� in comparison to the y and z directions �which have
identical induced strains�. This is a clear indication of aniso-
tropic B diffusion. Table I lists the induced strains for Bs and
Btrans which were determined by fitting to the equation of
state �see Ref. 6�.

Based on the induced strains for Bs and Btrans, Fig. 5�a�
shows the change in B diffusivity as a function of biaxial
strain. The graph shows anisotropic behavior between in-
plane �lateral� and out-of-plane �vertical� diffusion. The off-
diagonal elements of the B diffusion tensor vanish. The pre-
dictions in Fig. 5�a� for vertical diffusion enhancement under
biaxial strain can be compared to experimental data by Kuo
et al.16 shown in Fig. 5�b�. Experimentally, the B diffusivity
was determined in epitaxially grown SiGe bilayers with dif-

FIG. 5. B diffusion enhancement as a function of biaxial strain at 800 °C
from �a� predictions based on DFT calculations, and �b� experimental data
by Kuo et al. �see Ref. 16�. The vertical B diffusion enhancement was
measured under biaxial strain using SiGe bilayers with different Ge content
�blue lines fitting data�. The data were combined with hydrostatic B diffu-
sion data from Aziz et al. �see Ref. 17� to estimate the lateral B diffusion
enhancement �upper black line�.
ferent Ge content to create a well defined biaxial strain state.
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In the experiment, only the out-of-plane �vertical� B diffusiv-
ity was measured �blue lines�. The B diffusivity enhancement
was determined at different Ge concentrations and showed
similar strain dependence. Combining these measurements
with hydrostatic strain data by Aziz et al.17 enables the de-
termination of the in-plane �lateral� B diffusivity �black line�
based on the relations between the hydrostatic and biaxial

FIG. 7. Strain dependence of free energy for As complexes in 64 atom
supercell. The magnitude of induced strain for As vacancy pair is slightly
larger than that for transition state of As interstitial pair. Therefore the dif-
fusivity enhancement/retardation is larger in vacancy mechanism. Energies
are reported in reference to the minimum energy of each structure �energy in
fully relaxed lattice�. Strains are reported in reference to the GGA Si equi-

FIG. 6. Three-dimensional view of AsI migration. AsI�110�split→AsIhex

→AsI�110�split. As migrates from a split position �As0 site� to another split
position �As1 site� via hex site �As2 site�. Si4 and As0 make �110� split for
Si lattice site of Si3. Si6 and As1 also make split for Si5. As As migrates
from As0 to As1 position, the Si atom at Si4 site moves to original lattice
point at Si3 site and Si atom at Si5 moves to Si6.
librium lattice parameter.
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activation volumes �see Refs. 5 and 18�. Comparing the the-
oretical predictions shown in Fig. 5 with the experimental
data shows general good agreement, however calculations
predict a slightly stronger effect for both vertical and lateral
B diffusion enhancement. Since there is still debate about the
quality of the experimental measurements,16,19 further mea-
surements are necessary to confirm the experimental values.

III. ARSENIC

It is believed that As can diffuse via both interstitial and
vacancy mechanisms.20 The total diffusivity of isolated As in
silicon is

DAs
total��� = DAs

I ��� + DAs
V ���

= DAs
I �0�exp�− �Ef

AsItrans���
kT

�
+ DAs

V �0�exp�− �Ef
AsVtrans���
kT

� , �2�

where DAs
I ��� and DAs

V ��� are As diffusivity by interstitial and
vacancy mechanisms, respectively, and �Ef

AsItrans and
�Ef

AsVtrans �equal for all transition states due to symmetry as
discussed below� are changes in formation energies of tran-
sition states due to strain. The fractional interstitial contribu-
tion f I=DAs

I /Dtotal is given as

f I���

=

f I�0�exp�− �Ef
AsItrans���
kT

�
f I�0�exp�− �Ef

AsItrans���
kT

� + fV�0�exp�− �Ef
AsVtrans���
kT

� .

�3�

In our calculation, 0.4 was used as a value of f I�0�.21 The
change in energy due to strain is

�Ef
AsI,AsVtrans��� = − �0���AsI,AsVtrans − ��As� · CSi · �

+
�0

2
� · ��CAsI,AsVtrans � CSi� · � , �4�

where �0 is volume per lattice site, �� is the induced strain

TABLE II. Formation energies for various interstitial configurations. The
�110� split has the lowest formation energy. The transition state of AsI at hex
site has a 0.5 eV higher energy than �110� split.

�110� split �100� split Tet Hex

Ef �eV� 3.1 4.0 4.3 3.6

TABLE III. Binding energies for various AsV configurations, calculated with
equilibrium lattice parameter for GGA Si.

AsV 1NN AsV 2NN AsV 3NN

Eb �eV� −1.22 −0.51 −0.43
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
vector, C is elasticity tensor, � is the applied strain vector,
and � corresponds to interstitial and vacancy. The second
order term is much smaller than the first term for small strain
and is neglected.

Among many possible interstitial configurations, we find
the �110� split interstitial to have the lowest formation en-
ergy, with the hexagonal interstitial as the transition state
�see Fig. 6�. Table II lists the formation energies of various
As interstitials. Because the interstitial configuration we used
to find migration path is shared by two hexagonal rings, As
can continuously migrate from one ring to another without
additional barrier after passing the transition state. Therefore
the energy difference between �110� split and hex determines
the migration barrier. The induced strain of the interstitial As
transition state is isotropic due to the symmetry of hex site,
and the hydrostatic strain calculation is sufficient to obtain
the induced strain. The vacancy transition state is located
between 2NN �2nd nearest neighbor� and 3NN.22 Table III
shows binding energies of AsV at 1NN, 2NN and 3NN sites.
We find that the AsV transition state is equivalent to vacancy
transition state in self-diffusion, and can be treated as
isotropic.

Table IV shows induced strains of transition states. En-
ergy versus hydrostatic strain for As complexes are shown in
Fig. 7. The resulting changes in diffusivity due to I and V
mechanisms are shown in Fig. 8. As expected and reported
previously,23 f I increases under tensile strain and decreases
under compressive strain �Fig. 9�. As seen in Table IV, the
magnitude of induced strain of vacancy transition state is
larger than that of interstitial transition state. The larger frac-
tional coefficient of vacancy diffusion at zero strain and

TABLE IV. Induced strains of transition states and substitutional As. Strains
are reported in reference to the GGA Si equilibrium lattice parameter.

Structure AsItrans AsVtrans As

�� 0.309 −0.382 0.0186

FIG. 8. Strain dependence of As diffusivity. Vacancy mechanism shows
slightly stronger strain dependence than interstitial due to larger induced

strain.
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stronger stress effect for vacancy mechanism result in total
diffusivity enhancement under compressive strain and lit-
tlechange under tensile strain, consistent with experimental
observations.24

IV. TRANSIENT ENHANCED DIFFUSION

The combined effect of stress on point-defect diffusion
and B diffusion control transient enhanced diffusion �TED�
of boron. We have developed a simple model to estimate the
effect of stress on boron TED. Since calculations indicate
that both I and B have anisotropic diffusion in the presence
of anisotropic stress, it is of major interest to see how this
translates into TED effects.

High dose implants lead to a supersaturation of intersti-
tials during the early stages of dopant anneals. Since B dif-
fuses dominantly via an interstitial mechanism �formation of
a mobile BI pair�, B equilibrium diffusivity DB

* gets en-
hanced by orders of magnitude in the presence of I super-
saturation. The B diffusivity is enhanced until CI reaches CI

*

again. This one to one correspondence between I supersatu-
ration and enhanced B diffusivity can be expressed in terms
of25

	 DB�t� − DB
*

DB
* dt 
	 CI�t� − CI

*

CI
* dt 


RpQ

DICI
* , �5�

where Rp is the projected range of the implant and Q is the
dose of interstitials due to the implant �assuming a +1 model
this is equivalent to the boron dose�. DI and CI

* are the equi-
librium I diffusivity and I concentration, respectively. The
left hand side of Eq. �5� is directly related to �Dt�TED, which
is often used as a measure of TED, �Dt�TED=��DB�t�
−DB

* �dt. Combining these relations leads to

�Dt�TED = RpQ
DB

*

DICI
* . �6�

Since we determined the stress effects of DB
* and DICI

*, we

FIG. 9. Strain dependence of �a� fractional contribution to As diffusion by
value. Diffusion mechanism changes from vacancy mediated to interstitial m
now can also determine the relative change of TED in the
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presence of stress using Eq. �6�. The ratio of DB
* /DICI

* deter-
mines the stress effect on TED. In the case of biaxial strain,
there are both in-plane �lateral� and out-of-plane �vertical�
diffusion directions. In both cases, we assume that the total

titial mechanism �f I� and �b� total As diffusivity normalized to unstrained
ted in going from compressive to tensile strain.

FIG. 10. Two-dimensional doping profiles showing effect of biaxial strain on
B diffusion and TED near junction edge based on tensor �diagonal� diffu-
sivity model implemented in TSUPREM4. The 4 curves �listed in order of
vertical junction depth� are for: no strain effects ���, full anisotropic strain
model ���, no anisotropy �DB

lat=DB
vert� ���, and strain effect for just B, but

not I ���. Under these conditions, the predicted lateral B diffusivity en-
hancement is larger �5.2� than the enhancement in vertical diffusivity �3.5�.
The enhancement in vertical I diffusion capacity �1.8� reduces the B diffu-
inters
edia
sion enhancement due to TED in comparison to equilibrium conditions.
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TED time is determined by the vertical diffusion of intersti-
tials to the surface

�Dt�TED
lateral���

�Dt�TED�0� = � DB
* ���lateral

DICI
*���vertical

��� DB
* �0�lateral

DICI
*�0�vertical

�
�Dt�TED

vertical���
�Dt�TED�0� = � DB

* ���vertical

DICI
*���vertical

��� DB
* �0�vertical

DICI
*�0�vertical

� . �7�

In the case of 1% biaxial strain at 1000 °C, the results for the
individual components are determined using the relations in
this article and Ref. 6. Combining the results leads to an
enhancement of lateral TED by a factor of 3.39, whereas
vertical TED is predicted to be enhanced by a factor of 2.15.

The anisotropic diffusion of B predicted by DFT calcula-
tions has been implemented into TSUPREM4 which allows
the specification of a diagonal diffusion tensor for dopants.
The results of an example simulation are shown in Fig. 10.
Note that the anisotropic diffusion leads to substantially
greater broadening in lateral direction than would be pre-
dicted based on vertical enhancement, which is what is typi-
cally measured. Also, the enhancement of DICI

* under tensile
stress reduces the diffusion enhancement under tensile stress
for TED conditions compared to equilibrium.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we used ab initio �DFT� calculations to
investigate the effect of stress on B and As diffusivities. B
diffusion is enhanced under tensile and reduced for compres-
sive strain. As diffusion is enhanced by compressive strain,
but nearly unchanged for tensile strain. The calculations
showed a strong anisotropy in the case of B diffusion under
biaxial strain, with significant implications for controlling
channel length and lateral abruptness. The enhancement for
in-plane �lateral� diffusion is larger than for out-of-plane
�vertical� diffusion. The full knowledge of the diffusion ten-
sors enables the implementation of local stress effects in
two-dimensional and three-dimensional TCAD process
simulators.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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